The ability of plants to move is central to many physiological processes from development to tropisms, from nutrition to reproduction. The movement of plants or plant parts occurs over a wide range of sizes and time scales. This review summarizes the main physical mechanisms plants use to achieve motility, highlighting recent work at the frontier of biology and physics on rapid movements. Emphasis is given to presenting in a single framework pioneering biological studies of water transport and growth with more recent physics research on poroelasticity and mechanical instabilities. First, the basic osmotic and hydration/dehydration motors are described that contribute to movement by growth and reversible swelling/shrinking of cells and tissues. The speeds of these water-driven movements are shown to be ultimately limited by the transport of water through the plant body. Some plant structures overcome this hydraulic limit to achieve much faster movement by using a mechanical instability. The principle is to impose an 'energy barrier' to the system, which can originate from geometrical constraint or matter cohesion, allowing elastic potential energy to be stored until the barrier is overcome, then rapidly transformed into kinetic energy. Three of these rapid motion mechanisms have been elucidated recently and are described here: the snapping traps of two carnivorous plants, the Venus flytrap and Utricularia, and the catapult of fern sporangia. Finally, movement mechanisms are reconsidered in the context of the timescale of important physiological processes at the cellular and molecular level.
Introduction
Plants exhibit motion at all scales from the opening and closing of minute stomata on the leaf surface to the reorientation of tree trunks in response to gravity. Most of these movements are slow, even imperceptible, and took the patient eye of naturalists like Charles Darwin to be revealed (Darwin and Darwin, 1880) . However, some movements are so fast that they compete in speed with those encountered in the animal kingdom and require the most advanced high-speed cameras to be glimpsed (Edwards et al., 2005; Nicholson et al., 2008; Vincent et al., 2011a; Noblin et al., 2012) . From a physical perspective, this diversity of movements and speeds is remarkable. Shoots and roots grow very slowly (typically mm h -1 or µm s -1 ), while some seeds and spores are dispersed explosively (>10 m s -1 ), so the speeds of plant motion span at least seven orders of magnitude. Since the pioneering work of the Darwins, the question of how plants can achieve such a wide range of motion without the equivalent of animal muscles has attracted the interest of many scientists (Jost and Gibson, 1907; Ruhland, 1959; Sibaoka, 1969; Hill and Findlay, 1981; Hart, 1990) . From a biological perspective, the physiology of plant movements is central to our understanding of how plants develop (Mirabet et al., 2011) and how they respond throughout their life cycle to environmental stimuli such as light, gravity, and touch (Braam, 2005; Gilroy and Masson, 2008; Moulia and Fournier, 2009) . In engineering and applied sciences, these non-muscular movements provide a promising route for biomimetic design in the areas of microfluidics and robotics (Taya, 2003; Fratzl, 2009, Martone et al., 2010; Wereley and Sater, 2012) .
The goal of this review is to present an overview of the key physical mechanisms used by plants to achieve motion. The mechanisms of some of the most rapid plant movements have been elucidated recently, and this progress at the frontier of biology and physics will be highlighted. In biology, plant movements are usually classified according to whether they are reversible or irreversible, active (physiological) or passive, or according to the relationship between the nature of the stimulus and the direction of the response (tropic versus nastic responses). Beyond this diversity of biological functions, all plants rely on the interaction of water and the cell wall to move, and are thus ultimately constrained by mechanics and hydraulics. Recently, Skotheim and Mahadevan (2005) proposed a new physical classification of plant movements, using the timescale for water transport through plant tissues to distinguish between purely water-driven movements (growth, swelling/shrinking) and those that use elastic instabilities to amplify the capacity to move. The same distinction between movements without and with power amplification will be made here to present a unifying physical description of plant movement to biologists. Based on a recent review on the same topic published in the Annual Review of Fluid Mechanics (Dumais and Forterre, 2012) , the emphasis will be on drawing bridges between the pioneering biological studies of water transport and growth and more recent physics research on poroelasticity and mechanical instabilities. The underlying mechanisms are described briefly using a combination of qualitative arguments and algebraic equations with consideration of the orders of magnitude involved, before applying these concepts to familiar botanical examples.
Turgor pressure: the prime mover
Since the pioneering work of Sachs and Pfeffer in the 19th century and early 20th century, we know that the power responsible for most plant movements is the turgor pressure inside cells (Jost and Gibson, 1907; Niklas and Spatz, 2012) . The range of water pressures found in plants is remarkable, and the highest values rival those of man-made hydraulic machines. High turgor pressures of 0.4-0.8 MPa are common in fully hydrated plant cells (Taiz and Zeiger, 2002) and can reach up to 4 MPa in the guard cells of stomata (Franks et al., 2001) . Conversely, when rigid cells are exposed to a dry atmosphere, the water pressure can become negative and develop huge tension, as in the xylem (Tyree and Zimmermann, 2002) or in the sporangia cells of common ferns where tensions of up to -20 MPa are possible (King, 1944) .
Physically, such a large range in pressure values arises from exchange of water between the cell and its environment by osmosis or evaporation. To understand this, it is useful to introduce the concept of water potential, Ψ, defined as the chemical potential of water per unit volume (in MPa) relative to a reference state (Dainty, 1976; Kramer and Boyer, 1995; Nobel, 2009; Niklas and Spatz, 2012 ) (see Box). In plants, water flow is driven by gradients of water potential. At equilibrium, the water potential of the cell and its surroundings is equal. The water potential of a dilute solution such as the cell vacuole is given by ψ π = − P , where P is the turgor pressure and π = c T  is the osmotic component in which c is the molar concentration of solute and T » 2436 J mol -1 at ambient temperature T = 293 K. Therefore, a cell with a solute concentration c = 0 2 . mol L -1 in equilibrium with an external bath of pure water at atmospheric pressure (ψ ext =0) builds a large internal turgor pressure of P = = π 0 5 . Atkins and de Paula, 2002) . Assuming equilibrium is reached and the solute concentration constant, the turgor pressure in the cell is then negative and corresponds to a high tension of P ext = + ≈ − ψ π 13 8 . MPa. Plant cells are able to sustain this large range of pressures because they are surrounded by a stiff cell wall made of cellulose microfibrils embedded in a matrix of complex polysaccharides (Carpita and Gibeaut, 1993; Cosgrove, 2005) . To balance this internal pressure, mechanical stresses need to develop in the cell wall, which in turn deform the cell wall. This tripartite coupling between water flow induced by gradients of water potential, turgor pressure, and cell-wall deformation are the basis of water-driven movements in plants.
Osmotically driven movements: growth and osmotic actuation
From a mechanical point of view, water-driven movement in plants can be classified according to the mechanical (or rheological) response of the cell wall to the wall stress generated by turgor. In a first approximation, the cell wall can be said to behave like an elasto-viscoplastic material (Green et al., 1971; Cosgrove, 1985; Proseus et al., 1999) . This means that below a critical turgor pressure (called yield pressure, P y ), the wall deforms reversibly like an elastic solid, whereas above the yield pressure it 'flows' irreversibly like a visco-elastic solid. The first model of cell growth including these ingredients was introduced by Lockhart (1965) and later extended by Ortega (1985) to incorporate viscoelasticity (see reviews by Tomos et al., 1989 and Ortega, 1990 ; see also Molz and Boyer, 1978, for an earlier version of Ortega's model in the context of tissue growth). More recent models that deal with anisotropic materials and more complex cell geometry are now available (Dumais et al., 2006; Dyson and Jensen, 2010) . In its general form, the Lockhart-Ortega equation expresses the rate at which the cell volume changes in response to turgor as the sum of an irreversible deformation rate (which is set to zero when P P y < ) and an elastic deformation rate:
where V is the cell volume, P is the difference in turgor between the interior and exterior of the cell, φ is the irreversible extensibility of the cell (in MPa -1 s -1 ), and ε is the elastic bulk modulus of the cell (in MPa). To accommodate a change 
where A is the total area of cell membrane, L p is the hydraulic conductivity of the cell membrane (typical value L p~1 0 12 -m s -1 Pa -1 ) and ∆ π is the osmotic potential difference across the cell membrane (Nobel, 2009) . Note that an additional equation may be needed to specify how changes affect ∆ π (Boyer and Silk, 2004) .
Growth movements, from the development of organs to tropic movements, are associated with the irreversible rate of deformation φ P P y − ( ) stated in the first Lockhart equation.
Dimensionally, the extensibility φ can be interpreted as the reciprocal of an apparent 'viscosity'. This parameter not only incorporates the geometric and creeping aspects of the cell wall but also the rate at which new wall material can be synthesized (Taiz, 1984; Cosgrove, 2005; Peaucelle et al., 2012) . For most growth movements, the growth rate is controlled by the extensibility of the cell wall-and hence the cell metabolic rate-rather than by the ability of the cell to take up water across the plasma membrane. For a typical cell growth rate of
e. a few per cent increase in volume per hour) and excess turgor of P P y − =0 2 . MPa, the apparent viscosity of the cell wall is 1 2 10 /~4 φ × MPa s, a billion times the viscosity of honey! When cells are mature and stop growing, the irreversible extensibility of the cell wall falls to almost zero. In this case, the first Lockhart-Ortega equation can be simplified to the elastic regime of wall deformation, where a small change in turgor is associated with a small and reversible change in cell volume. The opening and closing of stomata (Mansfield et al., 1990) and the circadian and light-induced movements of many leaves and flowers (Satter and Galston, 1981; van Doorn and van Meeteren, 2003) fall into this class of swelling/shrinking movements. These movements are usually actuated by an active transport of solutes (e.g. ions) across the cell membrane by specialized pumps (Hedrich and Schroeder, 1989; Irving et al., 1997; Hedrich, 2012) . In the elastic regime, the relationship between the turgor pressure change dP and the cell volume change dV is described by the elastic bulk modulus of the cell, ε = ( ) V dP dV / , whose typical values in fully turgid cells lie between 1 and 50 MPa (Steudle, 1989) . We shall see in the next section that the elastic bulk modulus plays a pivotal role in setting the quickest timescale for a cellular response to change in water potential.
The Lockhart equations given above apply at the single-cell level. Many attempts have been made to extend the Lockhart model to apply to a continuum of cells that makes up a tissue (Philip, 1958a,b; Molz and Ikenberry, 1974; Molz and Boyer, 1978; Silk and Erickson, 1979; Silk and Wagner, 1980; Cosgrove, 1985; Steudle, 1992; Wiegers et al., 2009; Ortega, 2010) , but more work is needed even in the simplified case where the mechanics and hydraulics of tissue are decoupled. On the mechanics side, differential cell deformations in a growing tissue may lead to mechanical incompatibility and the generation of internal stresses (so-called tissue tension or autostress), which clearly play a key role in plant morphogenesis (Peters and Tomos, 1996; Green, 1999; Dumais, 2007; Kutschera and Niklas, 2007; Boudaoud, 2010; Hamant and Traas, 2010; Mirabet et al., 2011) . Increasingly sophisticated analyses are becoming available to address this aspect using the theory of elastic continuum extended to growing media (Ben Amar and Goriely, 2005; see Gerbode et al., 2012 , for a recent application to the coiling of tendrils). On the hydraulics side, the flow of water in a growing tissue is usually associated with non-uniform spatial distribution of water potential that can impact the development of fast-growing organs (Molz and Boyer, 1978; Cosgrove and Steudle, 1981; Silk and Wagner, 1980; Wiegers et al., 2009 ). An additional difficulty in plant tissues is that water can flow through different symplast and apoplast pathways whose response to water-potential gradients differ depending on their hydraulic or osmotic nature (Steudle, 1992) . Finally, a generic feature of growing systems is that cells themselves are moving while they grow and are thus taking their own properties with them through the tissue. This transport of the cell properties by the velocity field associated with growth (called 'Lagrangian' transport in fluid mechanics) must be included when computing the rate of change at a particular position in the system (Silk, 1984; see Merret et al., 2010 , for a recent application of this fluid mechanics formalism to quantify gene regulation in growing organs).
Passive swelling/shrinking based on hygroscopic phenomena
When cells are exposed to a dry atmosphere, evaporation causes the cell volume to shrink. Many passive movements of plant cells are driven by hydration/dehydration in response to changes in air humidity, e.g. in pollen grains (Katifori et al., 2010) or in dead cells of sclerenchymal tissue (Jost and Gibson, 1907; Fahn and Werker, 1972; Burgert and Fratzl, 2009 ). The walls of sclerenchyma cells are made of layers of highly oriented cellulose microfibrils that mainly expand/shrink perpendicular to the microfibril orientation when absorbing/expelling water. To describe this process, it is possible to extend the notion of water potential to the water within the cell wall, but in this case the distinction between water pressure and the osmotic component is not straightforward (Dainty, 1976; Nobel, 2009) . The cell wall is like a hydrogel in which the water potential (called 'matric potential' in this case) reflects the affinity of the water molecules for the cellulose network and depends on the water content, ionic content, and the network elasticity (Doi, 1996; Wheeler and Stroock, 2008; Doi, 2009) . When microfibrils are suitably arranged, local anisotropic swelling/shrinking in sclerenchyma cells can be converted into out-of-plane deformations used to drive, for example, the opening and closing of a pine cone (Dawson et al., 1997; Reyssat and Mahadevan, 2009) or the penetration of seeds into soil (Elbaum et al., 2007; Evangelista et al., 2011) . The opening of certain seedpods as they dry provides another elegant example of such hygroscopic motion. Structurally, the valves of the pod are formed of bilayers in which the microfibrils in each layer are perpendicular to each other and oriented at 45° to the pod axis. As the pods dry, these two layers shrink in perpendicular directions leading to geometrical incompatibility that forces the valves to distort into shapes varying from twisted helices to helical ribbons according to the pod structure (width, thickness, degree of shrinking) (Verschaffelt, 1891; Steinbrinck, 1906; Armon et al., 2011; Forterre and Dumais, 2011) .
Physical limit on the speed of water-driven movements: the poroelastic timescale
The movements described previously all share a common feature. In order to grow or swell, cells and tissues need to exchange water with their environment. Therefore, the speed of all water-driven movements would be expected to be limited by the maximal speed of water transport in the plant body . We can consider this at the single cell level by combining Equations (1) and (2), such that the dynamics of cell turgor pressure is given by:
where τ ε φ
the typical cell size. The first term on the right-hand side of the equation corresponds to the relaxation of turgor pressure due to the viscoelastic relaxation of the wall stress. In the absence of any water supply, this term implies that the turgor pressure of a growing cell relaxes to the yield pressure P y on a timescale τ stress relax that depends on the cell extensibility and the cell elastic bulk modulus. Typical values of φ~10
-

MPa
-1 s -1 and ε~10 MPa give a stress relaxation time of a few hours, consistent with experimental data (Cosgrove, 1985) . The second term of the right-hand side of Equation (3) corresponds to the relaxation of the pressure of a cell when there is a difference in water potential across the membrane due to the balance between water flow and cell elasticity. The timescale of this process is set by the cell relaxation time τ cell (Dainty, 1976; Nobel, 2009 ), which in turn depends on the cell size (volume:surface area ratio), the cell elastic bulk modulus, and the cell membrane permeability, and is typically within the range 0 5 50 . £ £ τ cell s (Steudle, 1989) . The cell relaxation time τ cell is much shorter than the stress relaxation time τ stress relax and can be considered the shortest response time of a plant cell to small water-potential perturbations (Fig. 1A) . The cell relaxation time thus limits the range of hydraulic movements possible at the cellular level. In Fig. 2A , we have expressed the timescale of motion τ of a wide range of unicellular movements in plants and other organisms with cell walls as a function of typical cell size R (Dumais and Forterre, 2012) . Systems where τ τ > cell , such as stomatal movement or the rapid swelling of nematode-trapping fungi can rely entirely on water flow. However, systems where τ τ < cell , such as the closing motion of fern sporangia or the opening of Utricularia's trapdoor cannot be explained solely in terms of water relations.
The analysis so far holds true at the cellular level. However, the swelling or shrinking of a plant tissue requires not only a local change in cell volume but also the transport of water from one part of the tissue to another (Fig. 1B) . Philip (1958a,b) was the first to theoretically address the problem of water transport in soft plant tissue assuming water only moved from cell to cell along the symplastic route. He showed that water transport in a 'chain' of connected cells making up a tissue of size L is a diffusion-like process, where the timescale is related to the cell relaxation time by τ τ
This relationship emphasizes that water transport in a tissue usually takes much longer than in a single cell. Philip's work was extended to incorporate both the cell-to-cell and the apoplast pathways (Molz and Ikenberry, 1974; Molz and Ferrier, 1982; Steudle, 1992) . By assuming equilibration between protoplasts and the adjacent apoplast, these studies derived an effective diffusion coefficient that takes into account the water storage capacity and conductive properties of both paths. The reasoning behind the simple Philip 'chain' model has been extended to deal with growing tissues (Molz and Boyer, 1978; Cosgrove, 1985) , with similar conclusions on the water transport timescale. Physicists refer to the timescale for water transport in a continuum of soft porous media, like the above theoretical plant tissue, as poroelastic time (Biot, 1941; Wang, 2000; Skotheim and Mahadevan, 2005) . The general expression of poroelastic time is given by: (Molz and Boyer, 1978; Cosgrove and Steudle, 1981; Steudle, 1992) . For a 1 mm thick tissue, this typically corresponds to swelling times of a few minutes. The poroelastic time τ p sets the speed of the fastest waterdriven movement possible at tissue and organ levels . Its strong size dependence (proportional to L 2 ) shows that hydraulic movements become less and less efficient in terms of speed as the size of the system increases. Fig. 2B presents the duration τ of plant movement as a function of the typical tissue size L , defined as the smallest macroscopic moving part, over a wide range of timescales and sizes. The boundary τ τ = p naturally separates movements that only rely on water flow from those requiring an amplification mechanism. However, caution would be needed in applying such a diagram to a given system, as the precise location of the boundary can vary strongly depending on the tissue elasticity and permeability. This continuum approach may also fail when the tissue under consideration is only a few cells thick. In particular, the poroelastic time estimated from Equation (4) . Yet Fig. 2B shows that many plant movements overcome this hydraulic limit to attain some of the fastest movements ever recorded in living systems (Vogel, 2005b) . The strategy to reach these speeds is based on a simple principle: the rapid release of stored elastic energy induced by mechanical instability. First, water flow driven by a difference in water potential (osmotic gradient, hydration/ dehydration of the tissue) slowly stores elastic energy in the cell walls, but this is prevented from immediate release by some sort of energy barrier. Then, above a critical threshold, the energy barrier is overcome and the elastic energy is rapidly released and converted into kinetic energy. During this rapid elastic phase, the tissue deforms at an almost constant volume without water exchange (the walls of the cells deform but the volume of each cell remains constant), meaning that the movement is no longer constrained by water transport. Therefore, in the absence of any dissipating effect such as air drag or internal friction, the speed of elastic movement is limited only by inertia. For a mass M attached to a spring of stiffness K, the inertial time is given simply by the timescale of oscillation, M K / (Crawford, 1968) . For an elastic continuum, the speed of the fastest elastic movement is determined by the speed of the elastic waves, c E el = / ρ , where ρ is the density of the medium (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986) . Therefore, no plant motion of size L is expected to be faster than the inertial time given by τ ρ Skotheim and Mahadevan, 2005) (Fig. 2B) .
In principle, another way to release elastic energy in a prestressed system could be to rapidly relax the stiffness of one component in order to free the tension/compression stored in another component. Such a mechanism has been invoked to explain some rapid active movements in plants, such as the trapping mechanisms of some carnivorous plants (Lloyd, 1942; Hodick and Sievers, 1989) or the firing cross-pollination mechanism of some flowers (Findlay and Findlay, 1975) . However, to be really effective, this active change in stiffness must occur within a shorter timescale than the timescale for the elastic motion itself. Whether such fast changes in mechanical properties could occur in plants, and what physiological processes might be involved, is still under debate (see final discussion). In this regard, fast movements based on mechanical instabilities offer a much simpler mechanism because the sudden release of the stress is an entirely passive process arising from the existence of an energy barrier, without intervention of any biological processes.
The following sections describe the two main types of mechanical instability used by plants to generate fast motions: snap-buckling instabilities based on geometrical constraints and explosive movements due to cracks or cavitation.
Movements based on snap-buckling instabilities
Geometric constraint is an elegant way of incorporating an energy barrier so elastic energy can be accumulated and later discharged in kinetic energy (motion) when the barrier is overcome at the onset of instability. The simplest way to visualize such instability is by considering a twodimensional elastic rod clamped between two rigid walls that are separated by a distance smaller than the rod length (Fig. 3A) . This system possesses two symmetrical states of minimal elastic energy-with the rod bent either to the left or the right-compatible with the natural length of the rod (Fig. 3C) . However, due to the rigid walls, the transition from one state to the other requires the rod to pass momentarily through a straight configuration in which it is highly compressed and the elastic energy maximal (Fig. 3C) . One way to pass from one state to the other is to apply an external lateral force to the rod as sketched in Fig. 3A . As the force increases, the rod slowly accumulates elastic energy until the elastic barrier, the straight compressed rod position, is overcome (Fig. 3C) . The stored elastic energy is then rapidly released and the rod snaps through into the other configuration of lowest energy (Fig. 3C) . The same kind of snap-buckling instability occurs in a thin elastic shell without the need for external rigid walls (Fig. 3B) (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986; Audoly and Pomeau, 2010) . Here, the geometrical constraint comes from the fact that, to reverse the curvature of a shell, it is necessary to pass by a configuration where the shell is almost flat. However, as cartographers know well, it is not possible to map a spherical surface onto a flat surface without changing the distances between points-a property associated with the work of the mathematician Friedrich Gauss (Gauss, 1827) . The intermediate 'flat' configuration is therefore highly deformed and costly in terms of elastic energy, so represents an energy barrier with similar snap-buckling instability. (B) Snap-buckling instability of an elastic shell. (C) Sketch of the elastic energy path in both cases. When a lateral force is applied to the system, the system first slowly stores elastic energy until the barrier is crossed and the elastic energy is rapidly released.
U el
The Venus flytrap
The Venus flytrap (Dionaea muscipula) was described by Darwin (1875) as 'one of the most wonderful in the world' and is probably one of the best-known rapid motions in the plant kingdom (Lloyd, 1942; Juniper et al., 1989) . The trap consists of two lobes attached together to the midrib of the organ to form a kind of jaw (Fig. 4A) . The inner surface of each lobe contains on average three trigger hairs. Closure of the trap is initiated by the mechanical stimulation of one of the trigger hairs, usually twice within 20 s (Brown, 1916) , which elicits an electrical action potential that spreads over the leaf in less than 1 s (Burdon-Sanderson, 1882; Stuhlman and Darder, 1950; DiPalma et al., 1961; Sibaoka, 1969; Hodick and Sievers, 1988; Escalante-Pérez et al., 2011 ; for a review, see Volkov et al., 2007) . The trap then shuts in a few tenths of a second, which is too fast to be accounted for solely by water transport across the ~0.5 mm leaf thickness (Fig. 2B) .
The mechanism that amplifies the speed of closure relies on a snap-buckling instability analogous to the buckling of an elastic shell (Forterre et al., 2005) . The two lobes of the trap are curved outward in the open state and curved inward in the closed state (Fig. 4B) . Upon triggering, the lobes actively change their rest-state curvature in the direction perpendicular to the midrib, i.e. the lobes 'try' to bend inward. The rest-state curvature is the curvature that would be observed by releasing all residual internal stresses, e.g. by cutting thin slices in the leaf (see Boudaoud, 2010) . However, because of the geometric constraint of the shell-shape lobe, this active bending causes the trap to accumulate stretching energy, until the stored elastic energy becomes so large that each lobe buckles inside out, rapidly snapping the trap shut. This buckling scenario has been described using a simple model of an elastic shell driven by an active change in rest-state curvature in one direction (Forterre et al., 2005) (Fig. 4C) κ . Consistent with this model, the speed of closure of the trap during the snapping phase is indeed observed to increase with α (Fig. 4D) . A recent numerical model describing the geometry of the trap lobes more realistically confirms this scenario and the importance of mechanical instability in amplifying the speed of closure (Poppinga and Joyeux, 2011) . Note that, although the lobes behave like curved shells, the closing dynamics are somewhat damped down so are much slower than would be expected for a purely inertial snapping of an elastic shell. This internal dissipation has been modelled assuming that the plant tissue behaves in a poroelastic manner (Forterre et al., 2005) .
Whereas the role of elastic instability in the trapping mechanism is convincing at a macroscopic level, the mechanisms by which the plant actively changes its rest-state curvature to overcome the instability threshold are still a matter of debate. Two main hypotheses are found in the literature to explain this: a rapid change in turgor pressure causes water to flow from the inner side to the outer side of the trap (Darwin, 1875; Batalin, 1877; Brown, 1916; Sibaoka, 1969; Hill and Findlay, 1981; Markin et al., 2008; Volkov et al., 2008) or rapid growth of the outer side of the lobes is induced by acid wall loosening (Williams and Bennett, 1982) . Plasmolysis of the trap induces it to reopen, so the latter explanation is unlikely if the driving force for closure is reversible rather than irreversible deformation of the cell wall (Hodick and Sievers, 1989) . However, recent experimental data on the cell relaxation time τ cell of the trap's parenchyma cells also do not support the former hypothesis (Colombani and Forterre, 2011) . Direct measurements with a cell pressure probe give values in the range 1 6 £ £ τ cell s, which yields a poroelastic timescale for the cell-to-cell water transport across the leaf thickness of τ τ
20 150 s, where R is the cell size, h is the leaf thickness and h R /~5 is the typical number of parenchyma cell layers between each epidermis. This timescale for water transport seems too long to account for the active change of curvature, which occurs in a second. All these results suggest that the active closure could involve some additional elastic mechanism, a hypothesis already put forward a century ago by von Guttenberg (1925) , and later by Ashida (1934) and Lloyd (1942) . To date, the most compelling explanation is from Hodick and Sievers (1989) who proposed that the mesophyll cells are initially pre-stressed in the open trap and prevented from expanding in the direction perpendicular to the midrib by the two rigid epidermises of the leaf. Upon triggering, the outer epidermis rapidly softens, thus releasing the elastic energy stored in the cell walls of the mesophyll cells. The differential stiffness of both epidermises combined with the middle layer elastic expansion lead to an inward bending. It would be interesting to test this scenario by measuring epidermis stiffness non-invasively using micromechanical indentation tools (Routier-Kierzkowska et al., 2012) . The molecular mechanisms that could lead to such a rapid softening of the tissue remain to be demonstrated.
Utricularia
The trapping mechanism of the bladderworts (Utricularia spp.) has also recently been shown to involve the snapping of a shell (Vincent et al., 2011a) . The traps of these carnivorous aquatic plants consist of small (0.5-5 mm diameter) bladders filled with water and closed by a trapdoor. To set the trap, water is actively pumped out of the bladder making the walls collapse in under pressure (Lloyd, 1942; Sydenham and Findlay, 1973; Sasago and Sibaoka, 1985; Juniper et al., 1989; Singh et al., 2011) . The trapdoor, a shallow dome whose convex face is facing outward when the trap is primed, resists the pressure difference across it much like a Gothic vault in architecture. When a prey stimulates the trigger hairs located at the base of the trapdoor, the trapdoor suddenly opens inwards and water is sucked into the bladder together with the prey in a few milliseconds. The mechanism of the rapid trap door opening has been visualized recently using high-speed video (Vincent et al., 2011a) . Triggering induces a buckling transition in the trapdoor, which rapidly reverses its curvature from convex to concave. In this new configuration, the door is no longer able to sustain the pressure difference and rapidly swings inward, drawing the prey into the bladder with the sudden influx of water. It is not known whether the trigger that enables the trapdoor to reach the onset of buckling is purely mechanical. Perhaps the trigger hairs act as levers (Lloyd, 1942) or induce an action potential that triggers physiological changes (Sydenham and Findlay, 1973) . However, it is interesting to note that spontaneous successive firing of the trap may occur even in the absence of any prey, which would indicate that spontaneous buckling occurs once the pressure difference reaches a critical threshold (Vincent et al., 2011b) .
The latter feature underlines one of the main benefits of using snap-buckling instabilities to generate fast motion: repeatability without tissue damage. It is also possible to lock the system close to the instability threshold, so motion is not delayed too much after the trigger (Forterre et al., 2005) . It is therefore no surprise that snap-buckling instabilities have evolved in carnivorous plant traps that need perfect timing and reliability to catch insects. It would be interesting to search for other nastic motions in plants that relying on such instability. One possibility is the firing of the floral column of Stylidium trigger plants, which seems to involve a change of curvature in the transverse direction of the column during its rapid bending (Findlay and Findlay, 1973) .
Movements based on explosive fracture
The vast majority of rapid movements in plants are used to assist the release of tiny spores, seeds, or pollen grains-a key function for reproduction that is under strong selective pressure. For such small particles, the challenge is twofold (Vogel, 2005a; Martone et al., 2010) . First, the motion must transfer enough impulsion to the grains to overcome the adhesion that binds them together and to their support. The smaller the particles, the greater the adhesion forces relative to gravity or inertia, adhesion being proportional to the linear size of the particle, while gravity and inertia are both proportional to the volume of the particle (Thompson, 1917) . The second constraint is air drag. Small particles decelerate rapidly in quiescent air and so must be propelled at high speed to escape the boundary layer and become airborne.
To deal with these physical limitations, plants have evolved a great diversity of propulsion mechanisms that all rely on the same principle: elastic energy is gradually stored in the cell walls and then rapidly released when a fracture occurs (Jost and Gibson, 1907; Ingold, 1939 Ingold, , 1965 . Fracture mechanics in the context of biological structures has been reviewed by Vogel (2003) and Farquhar and Zhao (2006) . To some extent, the fracturing of solids is a result of mechanical instability (Fig. 5A) but, unlike buckling, is a one-shot process. Here, the energy barrier comes from the fact that, to propagate a crack, material cohesion has to be overcome by breaking molecular bonds. The energy cost for crack propagation per unit crack area is called the work of fracture Γ (a typical value for the work of fracture of wood parallel to the grain is Γ = − 100 300 J m -2 ; Vogel, 2003) . Crack propagation is energetically favourable if the elastic energy released during crack opening is larger than the surface energy needed to propagate it, which, for a given load, occurs above a critical crack length (Griffith's criterion; Griffith, 1921, see Fig. 5C ). Above this threshold, the solid spontaneously breaks and all the stored elastic energy in the bulk is rapidly released at the speed of the elastic waves.
A similar rationale also applies to cavitation or bubble formation in liquids and explains why water can be in a metastable state and sustain high tension before cavitation (Fig. 5B) .
In liquids, the energy barrier arises from the cohesion of molecules. As a result, the surface energy cost of nucleating a bubble is proportional to the liquid-vapour surface tension γ (in J m -2 ) and the bubble surface area. Here, the equivalent of the stored elastic energy is the degree of metastability, the difference between the pressure of equilibrium and the applied (negative) pressure. When the liquid tension is high, the energy barrier is so small that thermal fluctuations or small impurities are sufficient to spontaneously induce cavitation. Experimentally, the tensile strength of a water column at room temperature can exceed 30 MPa (Briggs, 1950 ; for a recent review, see Caupin et al., 2012) . This provides ample scope for elastic storage and release once cavitation occurs.
The cavitation catapult of the fern sporangium
A number of organisms couple water volume changes and elastic storage in a cavitation catapult to achieve motion (King, 1944; Koller and Scheckler, 1986; Hovenkamp et al. 2009 ). An elegant and well-studied example is the fern leptosporangium (Fig. 6A) . The sporangium containing the spores opens slowly when the annulus, a ring-shaped organ made of a single row of cuboid cells, bends (King, 1944) . In a dry environment, these cells lose water and shrink. This reduction in volume is converted into bending energy because the cell walls have a unique U-shape differential thickening, thin on one side and thick on the others (Fig. 6A ). This slow backward bending, effectively straightening out the annulus similar to stretching back a catapult, builds elastic strain within the annulus walls that is balanced by a high negative pressure within the annulus cells. At a critical pressure of approximately -20 MPa (Renner, 1915; Ursprung, 1915) , cavitation occurs in the annulus cells, i.e. bubbles are formed causing rapid cell expansion. The sudden increase in the annulus cell volume allows the sporangium to spring back to its original ring-shape, but not before the spores are launched into the air. A recent study has unveiled the unique features of the closing dynamics, which are crucial for the efficient release of the spores (Noblin et al., 2012) . The rapid closure is actually composed of two phases occurring at very different time scales. The first phase occurs just after the cavitation and consists of the partial closure (by 30-40%) of the annulus in about 10 µs, probably the fastest motion ever recorded in plants in terms of timescale. During this phase, the spores are propelled at an initial speed of up to 10 m s -1 with an acceleration of 10 6 g. This is followed by a much slower relaxation of the annulus in a few hundred milliseconds, in which the annulus almost recovers its closed configuration. These peculiar dynamics have been interpreted by assuming that the annulus wall behaves in a poroelastic manner (Noblin et al., 2012) . The first phase corresponds to a fast inertial phase during which the elastic energy stored in the cell wall is converted into kinetic energy. This phase is so fast that water within the porous cell wall is trapped and has no time to flow. Water pore pressure builds up in the cell wall, transiently blocking the annulus midway. In the second phase, returning to the poroelastic timescale, the pore pressure slowly relaxes as water flows through the cellulose network and the annulus closes completely. As Noblin et al. (2012) pointed out, the conjunction of these two widely different time scales plays a key role in the ejection mechanism, as it enables the annulus to decelerate mid-course so the spores are launched while the annulus is still open. To quote the authors, it is fascinating to see how 'a dozen cells placed in a row can fulfil all the functions of a medieval catapult, including the motive force for charging the catapult (water cohesion), the triggering (cavitation), and returning motion arrest (poroelastic behaviour of the cell wall)'.
Other examples of explosive movements abound. In particular, there is a wide range of species with explosive seed pods that store elastic energy as they dry until a fracture propagates along a predetermined path, catapulting the seeds away from the mother plant (Swaine and Beer, 1977; Hayashi et al., 2009; Evangelista et al., 2011; Vaughn et al., 2011) . Many of these systems have minimal water content when triggered and come close to the ultimate physical limit for fast motion, that set by the speed of elastic waves within solids (see Fig. 2B ) . , where P T sat ( ) is the saturation pressure of water at temperature T and P ext is the external applied pressure (P ext < 0 when water is under tension).
Perspective: from physics to biology
In this review, the focus has mostly been on the physical mechanisms behind plant motion, only skimming over the biological and chemical signalling events associated with these processes. Since the work of the Darwins, huge advances have been made in our understanding of the physiology and molecular aspects of plant movements. Observation of plant movements contributed to the discovery of the hormone auxin and other key processes such as light responses (Taiz and Zeiger, 2002) , circadian clocks (McClung, 2006) , mechano-perception (Braam, 2005) , and electrical signals in plants (Fromm and Lautner, 2007) . Modern biophysics and molecular biology tools have renewed our understanding of plant movements at the molecular and cellular levels, with the identification of mechano-channels (Haswell et al., 2011) , water channels (Maurel et al., 2008) , genetic factors, and molecular cues in cell-wall remodelling (Cosgrove, 2005; Hamant et al., 2008; Peaucelle et al., 2012) . Still, much remains to be done to fill the gap between the physical and biological approaches. First, there is a need for more quantitative physics and mechanical data from moving cells and tissues such as can be obtained from non-invasive flow visualization, cell force and pressure measurements, and nano-indentation techniques (Geitmann, 2006; Milani et al., 2011; Peaucelle et al., 2011; Routier-Kierzkowska et al., 2012) . This would improve knowledge of the link between the biological signals (molecular signals, chemical gradients, ions movement, action potential) and the mechanical responses (cell-wall softening, change in turgor pressure, growth pattern, residual stress).
Another major challenge will be to develop fully integrated biomechanics models that connect events at the molecular and cellular levels to the macroscopic plant response. Even at the intermediate tissue level, we have seen that there is still a lack of consistent description coupling the mechanics, hydraulics, and solute transport in plant tissues (Steudle, 1992) . Computational models (Grieneisen and Scheres, 2009; Kennaway et al., 2011; Prusinkiewicz and Runions, 2012) and approaches from mechanics and soft matter physics (poroelasticity, cellular materials, elasticity of growing media and thin shells, gel physics) provide powerful approaches to tackle these questions.
Finally, we have seen that the poroelastic time sets the fastest possible water-driven motion in cells and tissues based on their elasticity and permeability. However, to attain this maximal speed, the physiological processes that change the water potential of the cell, such as rapid ion transport across cell membranes or rapid change of cell-wall properties, must occur faster than water transport itself. The typical time needed to change the water potential due to transport of ions across the cell membrane is related to the ion flux J s (in mol m -2 s  is the change in osmotic potential due to the exchange of ions, R V A = / is the typical cell size, and T~2450 J mol -1 at room temperature (Morillon et al., 2001) . This active ion transport is faster than the fastest timescale for water transport if τ τ . This theoretical value of ion flux across the cell membrane is much higher than ion current ; Stoeckel and Takeda, 1995) , or even MscS-like stretch-activated channels that have among the highest conductances known in plant membranes (Haswell et al., 2008; Maksaev and Haswell, 2012) . This suggests that the speed of osmotically driven flows is constrained by the speed of active ion transport rather than by water flow (Morillon et al., 2001) . Hence, to account for the fastest water-driven movements like those close to the poroelastic limits (e.g. folding of M. pudica leaves, swelling of carnivorous fungi; see Fig. 2 ), alternative means for rapidly perturbing the water potential of the cell must be found. Wall loosening might be able to account for such rapid water-driven flows, as it can induce a rapid drop in turgor simply by balancing forces, without the need for a change in the cytosol solute concentration. Wall loosening in growing plant cells is usually attributed to the activity of expansin proteins (Cosgrove, 2000 (Cosgrove, , 2005 and/or to a calcium ion-pectate exchange mechanism (Peaucelle et al., 2012) , although the precise mechanisms at the molecular and temporal level remain largely unknown. In a very different context, a tenfold change in stiffness occurring within seconds can be observed in the dermis of some invertebrate animals (like sea cucumber) due to a rapid retuning of the interactions among collagen fibrils, which can perhaps be considered as an animal analogue of cellulose (Capadona et al., 2008) . In plants, rapid electrical signals (e.g. action potential) could be a way to rapidly tune the mechanical properties of cell walls (Fromm and Lautner, 2007; Escalante-Pérez et al., 2011) . There is speculation about other mechanisms, such as hypothetical water pumps combined with rapidly opening aquaporins (Morillon et al., 2001) or the contractile involvement of the actin and microtubule cytoskeleton (Kameyama et al., 2000; Kanzawa et al., 2006) . Future studies combining tools and concepts from both physics and modern biology (genetics, electrophysiology, molecular biology) will be needed to address these intriguing questions and, hopefully, do justice to Darwin's vision more than a century after his seminal work on the power of movement in plants.
